
          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

R3 CHANTILLY [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA GRANDE FOLIE - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Condition 

Race - Class 2 - Flat - EUR € 34.000  

 
1. HASHTAG JOA - Is showing ability and must be respected. Finished 4th over 1800m last 
month at Clairefontaine and can threaten 

2. PARRHESIA - Has excelled in all three starts. Ran 4th at Vittel in September over 1600m. 
Good chance 

3. ROSE JAIPUR - Made a sparkling winning debut last month over 2000m at Saint-Cloud and 
looks above average. Hard to beat 

4. L'EQUILIBRISTE - Showed huge improvement from run one to run two when finishing 3rd 
over 1800m at Chantilly. Should win soon. Include 

5. MOZAFAKA - Makes her debut and the betting market will be the best guide with regards to 
her chances 

Summary : ROSE JAIPUR (3) made a sparkling winning debut and is selected to remain 
unbeaten. She could be absolutely anything. HASHTAG JOA (1) is ultra consistent and should, 
again, be right there at the finish and is a must for all calculations. PARRHESIA (2) has shown in 
all three runs, that she is talented and another bold effort can be expected. L'EQUILIBRISTE (4) 
more than likely has a lot more improvement to offer and should win soon. 

SELECTIONS 

ROSE JAIPUR (3) - HASHTAG JOA (1) - PARRHESIA (2) - L'EQUILIBRISTE (4) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C2 - PRIX DE SAINT-NICOLAS-D'ACY - 1600m (a1m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 40.000  

 
1. TROPISME - Comes off a convincing win over 1600m at Parislongchamp on the 31st of 
August and can follow up. Big runner 

2. AXDALIVA - Expect progression on recent 5th over 1400m at Lion D'Angers and can be very 
competitive. Should not disappoint 

3. GAIN IT - Never too far off the winners but a tad more required for the win. Outside place 
chance 

4. RISING UP - Much improved recent effort recording a 3rd over 1600m at La-Teste and can 
earn again 

5. ENDS OF THE EARTH - Bounced back to better form last time when running up 3rd over 
1600m at Parislongchamp. He can go close to winning. Strong chance 

6. NEAR AMORE - Has placed in a Listed race before but needs to build on very recent form. 
Despite that, has a chance 

7. CAMERON - Was a winner 5 starts back, can progress on recent 4th at Compiegne. Include in 
bigger quartet perms 

Summary : ENDS OF THE EARTH (5) showed last time that he is near notching up his next 
career victory. TROPISME (1) found the winners enclosure the last time he was at the races and 
it would come as no shock if he were to achieve back-to-back wins. NEAR AMORE (6) placed in 
a Listed race a few starts back and has to be taken seriously in this class. AXDALIVA (2) has the 
credentials to take home some prize money. 

SELECTIONS 

ENDS OF THE EARTH (5) - TROPISME (1) - NEAR AMORE (6) - AXDALIVA (2) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DE SAUSSAY - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Class 2 - Flat - EUR € 34.000  

 
1. FOU FURIEUX - Two time winner already, finished 3rd at Saint-Cloud on the 22nd of 
September over 1500m and is a must for all bets 

2. CASAPUEBLO - Trained by André Fabre, owned by Godolphin, won on debut at this course 
just the other day and rates hard to oppose 

3. RETOUCH - Improved at the 2nd time of asking to win over 1650m at Craon in early 
September. Expect more improvement. Strong each way chance 

4. DEMPY - Boasts an attractive debut 4th over 2000m at Saint-Cloud and could have any 
amount of improvement to come. Chance 

5. GANASS - Has placed 6 times from 6 starts. Finished 2nd at Saint-Cloud on the 11th of 
September and can earn again 

6. SITOI - Has run two fair races thus far and can improve to get much closer. However, others 
preferred for the win 

Summary : CASAPUEBLO (2) comes from the Fabre stable and is owned by Godolphin. He was 
super impressive when winning on debut at this course and should be hard to beat. An exciting 
prospect for the future. RETOUCH (3) improved to win last time and more than likely has a lot 
more to come. FOU FURIEUX (1) is already a 2 time winner and has obvious each way claims. 
SITOI (6) can improve to get much closer. 

SELECTIONS 

CASAPUEBLO (2) - RETOUCH (3) - FOU FURIEUX (1) - SITOI (6) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C4 - PRIX DU RUISSEAU - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Divised 

Handicap - Class 4 - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. CHIQUITA PICONERA - Was a winner at Chantilly four starts back over 2700m but has served 
up average efforts since. Hard to assess but happy to ignore 

2. KING OF TWIST - Is knocking loudly at the door. Caught the eye in 2nd last time over 1800m 
at this track. Good chance 

3. ZYGFRYD - Ignore last run, finished 2nd at Deauville in penultimate start and must be 
considered for most bets. Chance 

4. THE FIRST LADY - She impressed when winning over 1900m at this venue on the 9th of 
September and has a strong chance of following up 

5. DIAMOND FOR REEL - Taking time to win but caught the eye when 3rd over 2200m at 
Amiens last month. Outsider with a say 

6. THE FOOTMAN - Has been on the decline for sometime and would be a surprise winner 

7. HIS PRIDE - Has not won yet and needs to improve on recent form for the win, but has a 
strong place chance 

8. MAKENZO - Last two efforts are a worry but did finish 3rd over 1900m before that at Deauville. 
Happy to ignore 

9. PARFAITE MERILL - Never too far of the action but a lot more required for the win against 
these. Pass by 

10. TAAL - She is holding form, ran 4th at Chantilly over 1800m last time and is one for the 
shortlist 

11. SECRET GLORY - Low rating, no form to recommend and would be a shock winner 

12. TARAHUMARA QUEEN - Hard to fancy on form and would be a surprise winner. Pass by 

13. IVISHAK RIVER - Taking a long time to win but is consistent and looks cherry ripe for the 
victory. Finished 2nd over 1900m at this track last time. Win 

14. ANIMA ERAT - Has been on the decline for some time over various distances and can be 
ignored 

15. MISTER MARIO - Seems to be battling currently and is hard to fancy. Happy to ignore 

16. AYGUEMORTE - Knows how to win races but recent form is very uninspiring and therefore is 
hard to fancy 

17. COVADONGA - Has no form to recommend and can be ignored from all bets 

Summary : IVISHAK RIVER (13) is taking time to get it all right but has consistent place form and 
looks ready for the gold medal today. THE FIRST LADY (4) is in a rich vein of form and won 
cozily last time. She has obvious strong each way claims. HIS PRIDE (7) and KING OF TWIST 
(2) should both be right there fighting out the minor positions. ZYGFRYD (3) is also worth a 
mention. 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

IVISHAK RIVER (13) - THE FIRST LADY (4) - HIS PRIDE (7) - KING OF TWIST (2) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C5 - PRIX DE RULLY - 1100m (a5 1/2f) - TURF - Claiming - Class 3 - Flat - 

EUR € 19.000  

 
1. KOUTSOUNAKOS - Has won his last 2 well and can reel off the hat trick. Was victorious over 
800m last month at this venue and can follow up. Big runner 

2. DROIT DE PAROLE - Finished 4th at Chantilly in penultimate start and can do much better 
than most recent 6th at Parislongchamp. Bright chance 

3. GORDINI ROAD - Needs big improvement on two runs thus far to threaten and can be ignored 
for now 

4. CREW DRAGON - Achieved a big rating, running well and ran a cracker last month over 
1200m at this circuit finishing 3rd. The one to be with 

5. TALLINSKI - Is seldom far off the action and has the ability to place in this field. In the mix 

6. TOLLARD ROYAL - Needs huge improvement on local form and can be ignored until such 
time 

7. SVOUL - Caught the attention when 2nd at La-Teste over 1100m in penultimate start but last 
run a concern. Small place chance 

8. GAMGOOM - Much better last time when 2nd at Chantilly over 800m and can go one better 
despite being an outsider 

9. WRONG COLOUR - Ignore last run when 8th at Fontainebleau and assess on overall form and 
3rd at Deauville over 1200m. Good chance 

Summary : CREW DRAGON (4) boasts some useful and consistent form and is one of the 
leading lights. He should not disappoint. DROIT DE PAROLE (2) has achieved a high rating, is a 
ten time winner and can be forgiven for his last performance. He can deliver much better and is 
one for the shortlist. KOUTSOUNAKOS (1) has an undeniable hat trick chance and WRONG 
COLOUR (9) can feature in the quartet. 

SELECTIONS 

CREW DRAGON (4) - DROIT DE PAROLE (2) - KOUTSOUNAKOS (1) - WRONG COLOUR 

(9) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C6 - PRIX DE L'HYSIEUX - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Divised 

Handicap - Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. CISKY - Was a winner at Deauville over 1900m in August but has since posted a horrific run. 
Ignore that, then she can be competitive. Expect much better. Chance 

2. MARGESSON - In hot form, won penultimate and followed up with an encouraging 2nd at 
Deauville over 1900m. Looks hard to beat. Win 

3. KILIA - Won a good race last time over 1900m at this track and can follow up. Serious chance 

4. MYDAVI - Has been on the decline for some time and is hard to fancy. Pass by 

5. BREMONTIER - Running well, comes off a solid victory last time over 1900m at this course 
and would be no surprise if following up. Big danger 

6. CAP FAREWELL - Could lurk into the back end of the quartet but others looks to have his 
measure 

7. STIRLING - A long time maiden but is holding place form and should score soon. Strong each 
way 

8. KUNDRIE - She will need to improve a lot on current form and is an outsider that seems to 
have it all to do 

9. VAN HALO - Useful in this league and can do way better than recent form suggests. Do not 
ignore 

10. MOUDIR - Will have a place chance if reproducing his effort at Deauville in August over 
1900m finishing 2nd but is hard to assess on form since 

11. OSER - Is currently off form and cannot be suggested for any bets. Happy to ignore 

12. ASHDEL - Taking time to win again and far prefer others but does have a small place chance 
at best 

13. MISTER CHARLIE - Ignore last run, did reel off two seconds before that and based on those 
runs, could place 

14. DIWAN SENORA - Is currently off form and hard to fancy in a race of this nature 

15. FOREVER COCO - If ignoring last two efforts then could be the place value, but much more 
needed for the win 

16. WILD GYPSY BOY - Has shown absolutely nothing thus far and cannot be selected on this 
evidence 

17. SECOND TO NONE - Showed some return to better form last time when 4th at Nancy over 
2500m just last week. Outside place at best 

Summary : MARGESSON (2) is in hot form and rates the one to fear the most. They might all 
have to go some to beat him. STIRLING (7) is well tried and taking time to win but has earned 
along the way. He should be competitive again. KILIA (3) showed her ability last time when 
winning and must be considered again. BREMONTIER (5) is another coming off a victory and 
deserves to be respected and included. 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

MARGESSON (2) - STIRLING (7) - KILIA (3) - BREMONTIER (5) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C7 - PRIX DE BONNEVAL - 1100m (a5 1/2f) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Listed - Flat - EUR € 52.000  

 
1. AMELLATA - Has been running well in features and can go close. Won a Listed three runs 
back over 1200m. Strong chance 

2. TUDO BEM - Ten time winner, last two runs below best but did finish 2nd here at Chantilly 
before that. Prefer others for the win. Chance 

3. VICIOUS HARRY - Top rider, top form, high rating and based on Group runs should be hard 
too beat. Banker. Win 

4. BOLCHOI - High rating, comes off an impressive victory over 1100m at this course last month 
and can make a serious race of it. Good chance 

5. BERNEUIL - Ran a cracker over 1000m in penultimate start in Listed company and followed 
that up with a good 4th at Parislongchamp. Chance 

6. FORZA CAPITANO - Finished 5th at Deauville over 1200m in a Group 3 last time. Could be 
worth including in the quartet 

7. TOMILA - Has won her last 2 rather encouragingly and might be able to reel off the hat trick 
but might find it hard against these. Prefer others 

8. BLUERIDGE SILVER - Can build on local debut when 4th at Chantilly and is not out of the 
money 

9. DROLE DE DAME - Is in good form and ran 2nd at Fontainebleau over 1200m last time. More 
needed for the win but could place at best 

Summary : VICIOUS HARRY (3) gets the services of Christophe Soumillon, comes into the race 
with a rating of 47, brings good Group and Listed form with and looks a banker on the card. 
Tough to beat. AMELLATA (1) also has a high rating and comes out of very strong races. She is 
a massive runner and can give cheek to the first choice. BOLCHOI (4) is excelling and is a must 
for all bets and TUDO BEM (2) can be forgiven for his last two runs and can make his presence 
felt. 

SELECTIONS 

VICIOUS HARRY (3) - AMELLATA (1) - BOLCHOI (4) - TUDO BEM (2) 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

C8 - PRIX DE LA THEVE - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Divised 

Handicap - Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. LA JAVANAISE - Ignore last run when 8th at this track. Was a winner before that over 1900m 
at Deauville and commands respect. Good chance 

2. CHAMP DE MARS - Has no form to recommend recently and can easily be passed over for 
now 

3. LETTYT FIGHT - Ignore last run, respect on overall form and penultimate 3rd at Deauville. 
Strong each way chance 

4. MAKTAVA - Finished 5th at Chantilly over 1900m last time and was a winner before that at 
Deauville. Expect a huge effort. Strong chance 

5. FULL FLOW - Last 2 efforts have been encouraging and must be respected and included for 
all bets. Chance 

6. LA ROSELIERE - Running well, finished 2nd in last two races and can go one better. Big 
runner 

7. PAIDEIA - Fair 4th over 2400m at Lyon Parilly last month but much more needed to threaten 

8. NOSDARGENT - Needs to build on current form. Happy to ignore as the moment 

9. CHIEF MAMBO - Has been on the decline since running 2nd at this track over 1900m in July. 
Capable but off form 

10. GREEN SPIRIT - Can do better than last 3 runs. Was a winner before that over 2100m at 
Chantilly and if bouncing back to that, can threaten 

11. LUCI DEL FARO - Finished well in 4th at Chantilly over 1600m on the 20th of September and 
won 3 races back. Should be right there. Bright chance 

12. THAT'S MY POWER - Would be a surprise winner based on current form and can be passed 
by 

13. NEROKAS - Would be a surprise winner based on current ratings and can be overlooked 

14. MANNE - Hard to fancy on current form and can be easily passed over 

15. TINETTE - Probably has the best, current form and must be taken seriously. Great 2nd at this 
track over 1900m last month. Can win 

16. NOT SO SILLY - Needs to bounce back to better form to feature. Happy to ignore 

17. BOCCIATORE - Has been on the decline for some time and cannot be selected. Hard to like 

Summary : LETTYT FIGHT (3) disappointed last time but on overall form rates a serious chance. 
TINETTE (15) brings solid form into the race and rates the one they all have to fear the most. 
MAKTAVA (4) is another that is as honest as the day is long and must be given each way claims. 
LA ROSELIERE (6) is knocking hard at the door and can finally go one better. 

SELECTIONS 



          WEDNESDAY, 04/10/23 

 

LETTYT FIGHT (3) - TINETTE (15) - MAKTAVA (4) - LA ROSELIERE (6) 

 


